
Podium/Water
Dr. Tynan prefers an adjustable podium/lectern for his program. If an adjustable
lectern is not available, a standard lectern can be built up to a hand rest height of
46”. Please have a reading light fixture attached to the podium for his notes.The
program will be approximately 45 minutes. Also, please have several bottles of
room temperature still spring water on or near the podium for both the sound
check and program.
Video Introduction
Dr. Tynan’s program opens with a brief biography on DVD (approximately 3
minutes) which serves as an excellent introduction. If the sponsor would like to
introduce Dr. Tynan, it must be done before the DVD introduction. Dr. Tynan will
bring with him the DVD biography, which can also be advanced to the AV team.
 Technical Equipment:
·Screen(s) large enough for your audience to see the video
·DVD projector
·Professional AV technician
Sound System/Live Vocals: Microphone I
For his lectures, Dr. Tynan performs two songs.He will bring with him his own
Neumann KMS 105 wired hand held microphone which he will use for the singing
portion only. Dr. Tynan will bring his backing tracks on a standard format music
CD, which can also be advanced to the AV team.
 Technical Equipment
·Professional sound console with reverb, delay and phantom feed to support live
vocals performed to backing tracks.
·2 monitors
·Microphone stand
·Professional AV technician
Podium: Microphone II
In addition to the microphone Dr. Tynan will bring with him, he will need a separate
microphone provided by the sponsor at the podium. He prefers a wireless
microphone attached to the podium/lectern (detachable should he wish to walk
around). Important note: Along with the podium microphone, the sponsor must
provide a microphone stand center stage for Dr. Tynan’s microphone (Neumann
KMS 105).
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Lighting:
Dr. Tynan is 6’4” tall; please have good lighting on his face, but no spots. During
the program, the stage area should be softly lit and the audience lighting dark,
not black. The AV technician must have knowledge and access to all lighting
available.
Special Request:
Please have available a variety of hard red apples (Fuji, Pink Lady, Envy,
Cortland), bananas, and room temperature still bottled water. Dr. Tynan will
need these items in advance of the sound check.
Summary of Required Backline Equipment:
·Screen large enough for audience to see video
·DVD projector
·Professional sound console with reverb, delay, and phantom feed to support
live vocals performed to backing tracks
·2 monitors
·Microphone stand
·Podium: adjustable preferred or built up to hand rest height of 46”
·Wireless, detachable microphone (preferred) for podium
·Reading light attached to podium
·Professional AV technician
Program Summary:
·DVD intro: Room dark, not black
·First Song (Ride On): Soft lighting, no spots
·Speech: Soft lighting, no spots
·Closing Song (Hallelujah): Soft lighting, no spots
The sponsor must supply all sound, lights and technical support. There is no
substitution of backline equipment.
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